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Visitor from THE U of M Perishes on
Way to Ambo
by Anony-whaaat? ~ Staff Writer

HOUGHTON, MI -- A student from THE University of Michigan came up to visit a friend at Tech last weekend, only to
meet his horrible demise while walking to the Ambassador
restaurant. Officials have announced that the student died
of hypothermia and starvation, though an investigation is still
underway to determine if there was any foul play.
William Johnathon Ulysses IV (known to his friends as Brolysses) was studying Sports Science and Athletic Politics Negotiation at THE U of M after graduating from a prestigious high
school in south-central Michigan. However, one of his best
friends decided to study Mechanical Engineering at Tech,
and the “brosephs” parted ways. Deciding to come up on
a weekend jaunt was the last rational choice that William J.
Ulysses IV would make.
“He packed nothing but shorts, boat shoes, and some fitted
t-shirts,” moaned Director of Housing Travis Pierce. “The one
sweater that he did bring was a quarter-zip he got for playing on the MagnUM ultimate frisbee team. It was like, one of
those ultralight warmup things. Stupid, stupid, stupid.”
His Tech friend, who asked to remain anonymous, invited
Brolysses to meet up with him at the Ambassador for drinks
and “pizza that is absolutely the fucking shit, man.” Setting
out from his visitor parking space at McNair, the downstater
quickly found himself chilled to the bone. He walked on,
slowly, and was shivering uncontrollably by the time he got
to the State Farm office on College Ave., his lips blue. As
he reached the AST house, his stomach began to shrivel,
not having passed some kind of quaint ethnic food shop for
more than a block.
For this Ann Arbor resident, the thought of another ¾ mile
was almost too much to bear. He even resorted to hiking his
pants up because his left buttcheek felt like it was developsee Cool Story, Bro on back
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Controversy in the Classroom

Pic o’ the Day

by Theresa Tran ~ Staff Writer

HOUGHTON-- I was joined by Dr.Stewart last week
for an interview about how his first year teaching at
Michigan Tech was going. He was very enthusiastic
to speak with me but I could sense the unease in his
eyes about the topic. Dr. Stewart teaches advanced
editing at Tech. He spoke about how the students
are very eager to learn in class but he has dealt with
too many who have refused to do his assignments.
He stated, “They don’t like to write papers and act
like they don’t know how to read. I know that they all
know how to write and read. Those are fundamentals that they have learned earlier in their lives.”
I sat in one of Dr. Stewart’s lectures to observe how
his students interacted with him as well as each other. It was as if the students had some kind of lingo
to communicate which student would contribute to
discussion and who would not.
One reluctant student in Dr. Stewart’s class stopped
to speak with me. He said his name was Stuart Stewie and that he was a fourth year Biomedical Engineer
major. “He wanted me to write a paper. I was like,
‘No, I don’t write papers. I’m in college.’ I am enrolled in his advanced editing class. E.D.I.T. I signed
up for an editing class; teach me how to edit, dude,
not write. It’s not right that he is trying to force us into
writing when we all paid for a class that’s supposed
to be about editing.”
Students have begun to strike due to their distaste
in Dr. Stewart’s teaching methods. Contact Stuart
Stewie if you would like to be a part of the student
voice at his email ssstewie@mtu.edu.
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The Aurors are part of the Rotfang Conspiracy, I thought everyone knew that. They’re working
from within to bring down the Ministry of Magic with a combination of dark magic and gum
disease.
--Luna Lovegood

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Don’t Settle For Crappy Pizza!
Get A Large Studio Pepperoni
Pizza For As Little As $8 !!
www.thestudiopizza.com
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ing frostbite, exposed as it was to the brisk 48-degree Keweenaw weather.

Cure For Viral Videos Found

Brolysses showed the early signs of utter starvation as he walked by Cyberia,
deeming it “not cool enough” for his exquisitely-developed coffee tastes
from late study nights at THE U of M. After getting all the way to the KBC
without spying even one place to get gluten-free organic feta cheese ravioli
or a sizzling Taiwanese hotpot with virgin goat meat, he laid down on the
sidewalk then just up and died.

Scientists at the John Hopkins University have recently announced that they
have successfully found the cure to viral videos. “Ever since the creation of
Youtube, we have seen a worldwide rise in the cases of videos going viral.
After many years of work and research, we have finally found a cure.” Internet
users worldwide are ecstatic over the news that the internet will finally be
free of the videos.

Police reported scooping Mr. Ulysses (the fourth) into an ambulance to thaw,
but admitted that all the ego-globulins coursing through his veins were frozen
solid. The poor fool’s funeral will be held back downstate at THE U of M,
where mourners are welcomed to gather at the Big House as his ashes are
stuffed inside a football, kicked through the goalposts. and then spiked into
a 6-foot deep hole.

Redditor DrBigWango commented on a thread on the event, “Ever since I can
remember, I’ve been seeing viral videos pop up everywhere I go. They’ve
even started to leak outside the internet, with everything from TV shows to
even t-shirts being affected. I’m glad I can feel safe online once again.”

The rest of campus, oblivious to a tragedy that will surely deepen the rift between Tech and THE U of M, carried on as usual wearing shorts and t-shirts,
hula hooping gleefully by the library.
Hey, hey you! Listen!
We’re online! Check us out, yo
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by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Editor in Chief

Not everyone has been happy over the news, executives from Google, the
company that owns Youtube, haven’t taken the news lightly. “Viral videos are
nothing more than funny videos that everyone enjoys! Why should we worry
about getting rid of them when all they do is make us laugh?” Google CEO
Larry Page told The Bull. Content creators are also upset over the news, with
many of them taking to their vlogs (video blogs) to rant about the events.
Reports show that many of these recently posted vlogs have over a million
views each.
Internet personalities such as Nyan Cat have also started funds for themselves
in order to help pay some of their basic bills now that they’re unemployed.
“Nyan nyan nyan nyan nyan, nyan nyan. Nyan, nyan nyan nyan nyan nyan
nyan,” stated Nyan Cat. We roughly translated the statement to “Now that viral
videos are no more, we are all unemployed and since we all reside online,
we can’t file for unemployment benefits. We’re hoping the people of the
internet will help get us back on our feet!”
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A Terrible Pun!
(I can wait. You’ll get it
eventually. Not corn, but...)

Unfortunately through this all, the scientists were unsuccessful from eradicating the internet of all twerking videos.

A Maze!

Maize! Get it? Maize and a
maze! I’ll just show myself out, shall i?

